In-line process control in microelectronics manufacturing requires real-time and non-invasive monitoring techniques. Among the different metrology techniques, scatterometry, based on the analysis of ellipsometric signatures of the light scattered by a patterned structures, is well adapted. Traditionally, the problem of defining the shape and computing the signature is dealt with modal methods and is called direct problem. On the opposite, the inverse problem allows to find the grating shape thanks to an experimental signature acquisition, and can not be solved as easily. Different classes of algorithms have been introduced (evolutionary, simplex, etc.) to address this problem, but the method of library searching seems to be the most attractive technique for industry. This technique has many advantages that will be presented in this article. However the main limitation in real-time context comes from the short data acquisition time for different wavelengths. Indeed, the lack of data leads to the method failure and several database patterns can match the experimental data. In this article, a technique for real time reconstruction of grating shape variation using dynamic scatterometry is presented. The different tools to realize this reconstruction, such as Modal Method by Fourier Expansion, regularization technique and specific software and hardware architectures are then introduced. Results issued from dynamic experiments will finally illustrate this paper.
INTRODUCTION
A part of future advances in microelectronics is conditioned by the capability for industry to monitor the manufacturing process of their chips. Since the dimensions of transistors become smaller and smaller, an important effort has to be made in the field of metrology : CD (Critical Dimension) metrology techniques must be able to characterize very short dimensions with a good accuracy. AFM (Atomic Force Microscopy) and CDSEM (CD Scanning Electron Microscopy) techniques are suitable to reach these accuracies but are invasive or time consuming. Actually, they are not well adapted to the industry requirements.
Another path in the metrology improvement is the development of a technique able to follow the evolution of a pattern during a dynamic process. It means that the metrology tool must be placed in situ, the time of acquisition of data must be very fast and this technique must be non invasive. This objective is not a simple task but first experimental tests can be carried out for simple processes (as described in this paper).
Based on the ellipsometric measurement of light diffracted by a grating, the scatterometry technique appears to be promising for in line process monitoring. 
This technique needs only a single ray of light, so that it can then be considered as non-invasive and thus, perfectly compliant with in-line process-monitoring.
Notice that here we deal with spectroscopic scatterometry : the incident angle in constant meanwhile we make the wavelength A vary.
Direct and inverse problems
Solving the direct problem is computing the changes in polarization state (8, and 82) for a well defined grating shape : this is usually performed using a rigorous electromagnetic code which is presented is section 2. The plot of 8, and 2 vs. A is a scatterometry signature. Such a signature is shown in figure 2. The inverse problem, far more complex, is to guess the grating shape from a signature. This signature can be acquired from a scatterometry device (ellipsometer) for example. Different classes of optimization algorithms have been used (evolutionary, simplex, etc.),' but the method of library searching is practically the most commonly used in the industry. Moreover, this method is real-time compliant as the solving time is perfectly predictable.
The work presented in this article deals with improvements made on the method of library for the case of dynamic scatterometry. A signature library is built-up using different combinations of profile parameters (CD, height, sidewall angle, etc.) and the experimental signature is compared with the library for the best match. Although generating the library requires a lot of computation time, solving the inverse problem can be fast Practically, we use the two signals 8, and 2• (1) because pattern matching is reduced to a simple numerical database search. However, in the real time context the constraint is a poor resolution in wavelength. Indeed, in order to follow in real time the process evolution, a high frequency data acquisition is required, that makes the device to yield poorly-resolved and imprecise signatures. This poor resolution is problematic : more than one database signature can match the experimental data.
In this paper, we present a technique which reconstructs the profile shape variation using frequently acquired signatures despite their low resolution. The main idea is to achieve a first and complete signature measurement for the whole scale of wavelength at t = 0 before processing, and partial signatures at next steps to intelligently refine the library search using Tikhonov time regularization. This technique assumes that only a smooth variation of the shape over time is realistic. This approach is implemented as a general C++ architecture dedicated to scatterometry. The system integrates multiprocessing (shared memory) capability for high-speed signature generation and the use of the Graphic Processing Unit (GPU, video card processor) as a numerical database accelerator for the library-based inverse problem. Due to the inherent vector architecture of the GPU, the entire library search operation can be made in only a few clock cycles.
In a short first part, a brief description of the tools used to solve the direct problem are presented. The second part deals with the real time regularization principles and the two next parts (third and fourth) describes the software and the hardware tools. Finally, first results are shown with a simulated example followed by an experiment where the patterned resist shape evolution is followed while reflowing.
MMFE FOR THE DIRECT PROBLEM
As mentioned in the introduction part, the direct problem is used to establish simulated signatures from a given topography. It allows building the data library with parameter variations. Some modelling tools are suitable to address the direct problem. In this work, the Modal Method by Fourier Expansion is chosen. A full description of this method also known as R.C.W.A. (Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis) can be found elsewhere2 and will not be detailed here. Only a brief description is given.
Modal Method by Fourier Expansion MMFE is based on a simple approach where Maxwell equations are solved thanks to a matrix system. TE or TM polarization are treated using the same formalism and an improved version allows to obtain good results for TM polarization in terms of convergence speed. This method implicitly considers periodic structures. The solution of Maxwell equations is reduced to the solution of an algebraic eigenvalue problem in the discrete Fourier space. The derivation of the matrix operator involves two steps: the electromagnetic field is expanded into Floquet-Fourier series, the permittivity of the materials which appears in the Maxwell equation is here a periodic function and is expanded into Fourier series.
The topography of the structure which is studied is cut in different layers. These different layers are linked by a S matrix system which accounts for the boundary condition providing a good convergence even for thick or absorbing layers. In this rigorous method, the only approximation is due to the number of modes retained for the truncation of the modal expansion. We must remark that in must not be chosen too large : over in = 10, computation time is prohibitive and systematic computing errors make the precision fall down.
REAL-TIME REGULARIZATION
Dynamic scatterometry can not be reduced to a succession of static problems : a high frequency acquisition and a short acquisition time (regarding to the process characteristic time) are required to follow the shape variation. Thus, standard ellipsometers that usually gives full defined signatures in seconds are not adapted. However, we can use multi-channel ellipsometers : ellipsometric signals can be acquired quickly but for only a reduced set of wavelength. The number of wavelength being small, a mere static scatterometry resolution is not sufficient. Nevertheless, the grating shape can be reconstructed taking into account the whole set of partial signatures over time and the regularity (smoothness) of the shape parameters evolution (height, CD, side wall angle, etc.).
The principle of regularization can be summarized as a balance for the choice of the best parameters. This balance is made between, on one hand, the proximity of each acquired signature to the chosen simulated signature in the library and on an other hand, the regularity of the parameters variation over time.
Practically, we proceed as such
• at t = 0, i.e. before the dynamic process, the grating shape is supposed to be perfectly known. Static scatterometry is used and a high resolution signature is acquired. There is no problem of computing time at this stage.
• then, at each subsequent time step, a low-resolution (and low-precision) signature is acquired. This implies bad accuracy in the database look up. The technique of regularization then proceeds in two steps:
1. We do not pick up only the Nearest Neighbor (NN) of the acquired signatures in the database but the 4 nearest neighbours. So, even if the first NN is far to be the good solution (it can be an artifact), we assume that a better solution can be present in the 4 NN. In fact, the algorithm selects at each time step (and relatively to the previous time steps) the best set of parameters. 2. A standard time-based Tikhonov regularization3 is then computed : this minimization problem is solved independently for each parameter describing the grating shape (height, Critical Dimension,
The goal of such two-step regularization is to have, for each parameter describing the grating shape, a smooth and realistic variation. Indeed, the minimization problem above (equation 4) consists in finding the appropriate weighting between the proximity to the acquired data Xexp (first term) and the smoothness of the parameter (second term).
CD Figure 3.
Regularization is made inside a window sliding on time
As shown in figure 3 , the regularization has to be made into a time-sliding window in order to limit computing ressource. Indeed, a N x N linear system has to be solved for each paramater regularized within a N timesteps window.
A NEW A.P.I. DEDICATED TO SCATTEROMETRY

Introducing libScattero
A part of our work for scatterometry technique development is focused on computer science; there is a need for a coherent software that will allow us to efficiently acquire, simulate and exploit scatterometry data, especially for dynamic monitoring. Thus, we have developed a generalist framework fully dedicated to scatterometry. This software is designed to 1. provide a set of algorithms for:
• an easy modeling of a grating shapes (and grating shape variations)
• direct problem computation using our MMFE engine4 (computation of signatures and libraries)
• inverse problem solving in static and dynamic context, i.e. real time pattern shape reconstruction.
2. have an object-oriented architecture which make it easy to add new algorithms and to extend features.
3. be user-friendly : A coherent and full-documented API. (Application Programming Interface) for C++ and Python is provided and a Graphical User Interface is planned. 4 . use, whenever it is possible, the most advanced high-performance computing technology.
Architecture
For a user point of view, libScattero is a set of seven classes originally coded in C++. 
Using libScattero
We will demonstrate the use of this framework to solve a dynamic inverse problem whose results are presented in part 6.1 For instance, the grating shape will be modeled by its height (H), its width(CD) and the sidewall angle (ANGLE). In a C++ code, to run the computation, you just have to load the lSMaterials objects and to call the lSGrating: computeLibrary("your_file",...) method (passing a scriptfile name in argument).
2. Solving the dynamic inverse problem While a dynamic sequence is being acquired from the ellipsometer, the data is managed by the lSMovie class. Solving the inverse problem using the GPU for instance (see part 5) is made using the methods lSSigMovie: :set_method(LIB_GPU4) enables the CPU for solving inverse problem lSSigMovie: :attach_lib(my_lssiglib_object) in fact, loads the CPU with a signature library lSSigMovie: regularize (...)
regularizes in the sliding window Then, the full regularized data is accessible as a member of your lSSigMovie object.
Conclusion on libScattero
The software framework libScattero is still under development but it is nevertheless perfectly usable for our present researches in scatterometry. However, some efforts remain to do in the development of an efficient graphical user interface and on software packaging for operator use.
The next part of this paper will deal with a particular point of our software development : the effort in high-performance computing (the fourth goal of libScattero ) using the Graphics Processing Units.
HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING
We have said that the library search method is a good method to solve the inverse problem taking into account the "real-time" constraint. But the libraries used for this method are often large : about half a GByte is a common size in industrial problems. Such a large quantity of data implies two challenges 1. The computing time of this library should be improved at maximum; on a single (but powerfull : Xeon 3GHz) processor, such a computation can last several weeks.
2. Once computed, dealing with this data for quick library look-up is also a challenge : finding the Nearest Neighbor of an acquired signature inside a huge signature library should be made fast enough compared to acquisition frequency of experimental data.
For the first point, we work to make the code that computes libraries run on multiprocessor systems. Since a library is a collection of signatures that can be computed independently, the parallel efficiency is close to 100%. We have verified that on a two dual-core Intel Xeon computer, using an OpenMP library.
For the second point, we use as a co-processor the GPU5 (Graphics processing Unit) of a graphic card. Computer game industry has a growing need in 3D graphics capability and nowadays, video game picture rendering is made by a special stream processor, very powerfull but very different from standard CPUs. Using this vector processor is a bit tricky but can be very efficient for certain classes of problems, the vector architecture however makes it perfectly suited for library look up. In summary, the main advantages are For the problem of large library look-up, GPU is far faster than CPU. The table 1 shows the computation speed-up using GPUs over CPUs for different number of wavelength and signatures. These results are obtained with the NVidia GeForce 8800GTX GPU.6 For large signature libraries (400 -700 MB), GPUs make the work about 10 times faster and sometimes more. Table 1 . Computation speed up using GPUs vs. using CPUs.
• The power of GPU is increasing mush faster than GPU's. (see figure 6 ) • The main CPU and memory are discharged from such computation and can be used for Tikhonov regularization.
• A graphic card with the most powerfull GPU of the moment only cost 700$... GPU processors are made for graphics. If we want to compute data with, we need to consider the signature database as a collection of big pictures in video memory. And computing in database (for instance, the calculation of the distance between the acquired signature and the pictures in the database) can be seen as a visual effect to be applied to the plan where a picture is mapped. The visual effect is made by a lot of sub-processors inside the GPU core called shaders. An important point is that using GPUs allow us to reconstruct grating shape in time fast enough compared to scatterometer acquisition frequency. Using GPUs is a way to manage 10 or 20 signature frames per second while regularizing.
RESULTS AND COMMENTS
Here we show two examples of application for dynamic scatterometry where real-time regularization is used. The first one is for demonstration purpose : we solve the inverse problem on simulated data (these simulated data are actually solution of the direct problem). The second example uses a real set of scatterometry signatures coming from a 32 way ellipsometer. The process we want to monitor is the reflow of patterned resist.
Results for simulated data
In this simulation, we want to monitor a grating shape whose geometry is modeled by three parameters : the height H, the linewidth (CD) and c the side wall angle (figure 7). Simulated movie Using our MMFE engine,4 we simulate an "ellipsometric movie" of 100 frames (the process control lasts lOs and we use 10 frames per second). During this movie, the values of the three parameters are supposed to vary as described in the figure 8 Voluntarily, the CD and H parameters variations includes successively a smooth part, a corner and then a flat part. This is a way to assess the efficiency of regularization.
For the signature computation using the MMFE code, each grating is modeled as a stack of 10 resist layers, lying on a silicon substrate. The angle of incidence of the light to be diffracted is set to 70°. The truncation order for Fourier expansion is set to 10. These settings are the same for the library computation.
Once the movie is generated, we add a noise to each signature, = (i+0)8
where 01,02 e [0; 0.1] (5% of 1,2 signals) in order to take into account all the uncertainties due to modelization, measure and computation. An example of a noisy signature is shown in figure 9 . Dynamic reconstruction The last step of this simulation is to run the program with simulated frames from the movie. Figure 10 shows the geometrical parameters set as it has been found using step-by-step static scatterometry using a mere library search. Due to the added noise, geometrical parameters appear to be most of the time irregular and sometimes false. The best match in library search is not necessarily the real solution : when parameters density is poor (mainly because the modeling is difficult and thus, parameter space dimension is important); the solution vector X (equation 4) of the three parameters can be close to real shape only by some of its components. It means that the raw library search method could privilege a solution with good height and CD and insignificant c instead of a more significant solution where the set of the three parameters would be closer to the reality.
Picking-up the 4 nearest neighbors of each acquired signature (each frame) expands the field where realistic solution can be found. Such expansion is visible on figure 11. This regularization underlines a problem for realistic reconstruction when the first derivative is supposed to be discontinuous : corners are softened. This can not be avoided but can be attenuated either by taking 3 lower as possible (in eq. 4), or by increasing the frequency of acquisition.
Resist pattern reflow
This experiment, originally carried out for resist viscosity study is here a good way to assess the validity of our algorithms.
A nano-imprinted grating, made of resist on silicon is heated on a hot plate while scatterometry signatures are acquired. The 32 wavelengths ellipsometer is from Horiba/Jobin Yvon. The temperature is increased until reflow of the resist(ri 90 C). We try to watch the pattern shape variation during reflowing with an acquisition frequency of about 1 signature per second. The main reason why the two curves do not match in the beginning is that the grating shape is rectangular before the reflow. This is shown in figure 15 where the AFM measurements of samples taken at different processing time are represented. It means that a single library, based on the sinusoidal model is not sufficient to reconstruct the full shape evolution during reflowing. Another library, built for rectangular shapes with rounded corners would probably better fit the first part. Automatic on-the-fly library switching is a feature provided by libScattero
Nevertheless, this preliminary study shows that the choice of the model and the parameters associated are fundamental for the results validity when a good modeling is developed, standard scatterometry is efficient and dynamic shape reconstruction can work.
SUMMARY
Scatterometry is a metrology technique based on the measurement of the polarization of the light scattered by a grating. It is commonly used in microelectronics manufacturing for profile shape characterization: in practice, a huge set of pre-computed scatterometry signatures is compared to the acquired one (library based search method) and the best match is supposed to give the most relevant shape. In this paper we have demonstrated the capability of scatterometry for real-time process monitoring. Indeed, we have developed a way to counterbalance the bad accuracy in library search method due to by the real-time constraint. A new set of algorithms and innovative computer science techniques (GPLTs) are here used to reconstruct a smooth and realistic grating shape variation over time. In the last part of this paper, we have shown, as a demonstration, two examples of such reconstruction: first with a pure simulated set of data, in which we added noise. And then, with true experimental data (resist reflow), where we finally faced the typical scatterometry problem of finding a good geometrical modeling for the grating shape.
CONCLUSION
The main point to conclude with is that is work is a "work in progress". It began with a view to provide real-time monitoring techniques for plasma etch using scatterometry. So far, our researches were made in algorithmics and computer science in order to build preliminary elements for real process monitoring. The results presented in this paper prove that our regularization scheme is working. However, researches have to be continued mainly in three domains : First, in regularization algorithms improvement : the GCV (Generalized Cross Validation) technique could be able to help us tuning the regularization parameter. Then, we have to deal with experimental validation: following a mere resist trimming process is the first step toward more complex plasma etching experiment. And finally, we must maintain our effort in computer science : the computation of very large libraries is necessary but very time consumming. Thus, we are working for "parallel" solutions (clusters...).
